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 Sugarman Law Firm has conducted general research regarding force majeure clauses.  
We were interested in whether the COVID-19 situation would satisfy a typical force majeure 
clause and allow a contractual obligation to be excused or delayed.  Under current New York 
law, the coronavirus will only trigger a force majeure clause if the clause specifically lists an 
epidemic, pandemic, or similar emergency as a qualifying event.  A general or “catch-all” force 
majeure does not encompass the current COVID-19 situation.  In short, whether the coronavirus 
will satisfy a force majeure clause requires a close read of the contract at issue.  
 

ANALYSIS 
 
 I. General Information Regarding Force Majeure Clauses 
 
 Force majeure refers to a contractual “clause[] excusing nonperformance due to 
circumstances beyond the control of the parties.”1  Force majeure is based on the common law 
doctrine of impossibility of performance.  The doctrine of impossibility does not excuse non-
performance of a contract where the impossibility is only caused by financial difficulty or 
economic hardship.2  Impossibility will only excuse a contractual duty where the means of 
performance are destroyed by a natural disaster or by law.3   
 
 Similarly, force majeure clauses only provide a narrow defense to nonperformance under 
New York law.4  “Ordinarily, only if the force majeure clause specifically includes [a previously 
unforeseeable] event that actually prevents a party’s performance will that party be excused.”5  
Thus, a force majeure provision expands on the doctrine of impossibility, by allowing parties to a 
contract to specify extreme circumstances which may excuse or suspend performance.  In order 
to avoid a contractual obligation, the non-performing party must demonstrate the existence of an 
enumerated force majeure event which actually prevents it from fulfilling its obligation.6 
 
 II. Force Majeure Clauses and COVID-19 
 A recent New York Law Journal article noted that, due to the increasing number of 
COVID-19 cases in the U.S., “[I]t is only a matter of time before contract counterparties . . . 
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attempt to argue that their contractual duties should be excused due to coronavirus.”7  The article 
provides: “The application of a force majeure to the coronavirus outbreak will depend 
significantly on the language of the parties’ contracts.  Some contracts may include ‘epidemic’ 
[or ‘pandemic’, ‘quarantine’, ‘public health emergency’, etc.] as an enumerated example of a 
contractual force majeure event. . . .In those cases, a party’s performance may be excused [or 
suspended] because ‘the force majeure clause specifically includes the event that actually 
prevents a party’s performance.”’8  Thus, if a contract lists “epidemic” or “pandemic” as a force 
majeure event, a party could convincingly argue that the coronavirus triggers this clause, given 
that the virus has been declared a pandemic by the World Health Organization.9 
 
 If there is an applicable force majeure provision which encompasses the coronavirus, the 
epidemic must have actually prevented the party from performing in order for the clause to be 
triggered.10  If factors unrelated to the virus contributed to the party’s nonperformance, a force 
majeure clause may not apply.11  Additionally, a party may not be able to enforce a force 
majeure if it was still objectively possible to perform the contract despite COVID-19.12  In the 
event that a properly-worded force majeure clause does excuse performance due to the virus, all 
affected parties must attempt to mitigate their damages.13  If contemplated by the clause, written 
notice should be provided by the party invoking the clause.14  Depending on the clause’s 
language, the parties may terminate or simply delay performance of the contract. 
 
 If there is an applicable force majeure clause in effect, it is not sufficient for the party 
enforcing the clause to show that the coronavirus has made contract performance more difficult 
or costly.15  Rather, the party must show that it cannot perform the contract due to the virus.16  
Taking precautionary measures or voluntarily stopping performance do not qualify as being 
unable to perform.17 
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 If a force majeure clause does not explicitly list an “epidemic”  or like circumstance that 
encompasses the coronavirus, it is unlikely that contract performance will be excused, due to 
New York’s traditionally narrow interpretation of force majeure clauses.18  A “catch-all” phrase 
at the end of a force majeure will not allow the clause to be invoked, unless the list enumerates a 
circumstance similar to a pandemic or epidemic.19 
 
 As an alternative to force majeure, a party may invoke the doctrine of impossibility, if 
federal or state governments respond to COVID-19 in a manner which prevents the parties from 
completing their contractual duties.20  Such government actions would plausibly include the 
shut-down of construction sites or a ban on delivery of materials.21  Note that the impossibility 
doctrine is not satisfied based on a showing of subjective impossibility or inconvenience.22 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
 In response to COVID-19, contracting parties should examine whether their force 
majeure clauses contain language regarding an “epidemic” or similar event.  If the clause 
expressly lists this sort of public health emergency as an event which could excuse or suspend 
performance, it is likely that the clause would apply given the present stage of the coronavirus.  
A non-specific force majeure clause probably will be unsuccessful, as New York courts construe 
these clauses very narrowly.  The applicability of a force majeure to the virus is almost entirely 
contingent on the language used in the clause at issue.  Moving forward, it will be advisable to 
insist that “epidemic” is listed as an event which triggers a force majeure, which can either 
suspend or excuse contract performance. 
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